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Abstract. Augmented reality is a technology that synthesizes computer assisted 
virtual object information into the user's perceived real world. On the basis of 
studying real-time target tracking and positioning related technologies, this article 

studies a computer vision method based on virtual reality. In order to improve 
tracking and registration performance, this article focuses on the tracking and 

registration techniques in computer-aided augmented reality technology. We have 
implemented a landmark free tracking and registration algorithm based on natural 
feature points. Using computer vision image theory to solve registration problems 

in augmented reality and applying it to camera calibration. In order to extract the 
target text content from the video, the first problem is to determine the position of 
the corresponding text information in the image, that is, the position of the text. 

The focus of this study is on the localization and segmentation of images and 
characters in videos. A text region location method based on reaction diffusion 

equation is proposed. Wavelet moment feature, wavelet co-occurrence matrix 
feature and Local binary patterns feature are used to describe the texture of 
characters. Preprocess computer video images and combine them with SVM 

(Support Vector Machine) and K-means clustering methods to achieve computer-
aided text segmentation. Research has shown that compared to comparative 

algorithms, the texture feature-based text region precise localization method 
proposed in this paper improves the recall rate by 6.831% and the false detection 
rate by 4.127%. Select text area images with edge density below average. That is 

to say, merging text regions with relatively simple backgrounds to achieve text 
enhancement. Compared with existing calibration methods, this method is more 
flexible and reliable. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Augmented reality (AR) is an emerging research field developed on the basis of computer-aided 

virtual reality (VR). In recent years, virtual reality has received extensive and in-depth research in 
various industries. Virtual reality refers to a computer assisted virtual environment that can 

provide people with various sensory stimuli. It emphasizes that from the perspective of sensory 
effects, users are completely immersed in the virtual environment, including visual, auditory, 
tactile stimuli, and even olfactory and gustatory senses. However, this precisely limits its 

application in certain aspects. Its goal is to enhance users' understanding of the real world through 
virtual information or scenes, rather than replacing the real world with virtual worlds. At the same 
time, factors such as computer assisted computing speed and scene modeling quality can affect 

the display of virtual scenes, and instead limit users' ability to observe and perceive the real world. 
Augmented reality technology emerged in this context. Fang et al. [1] conducted an object 

description of the target network tracking algorithm, which used template branching for network 
feature method search. By tracking targets in a 3D network, it performs feature extraction of 
individual target objects and network embedding module analysis. It utilizes a sub network for 

boundary box classification and obtains the final three-dimensional boundary box of the target 
object. Han et al. [2] conducted a visual framework construction analysis on product model design. 
Through validation testing of augmented/virtual reality 3D models, the competitive behavior of 

manufacturing environment patterns was analyzed.  

The existing character recognition technology also provides a mature computer-aided 

technology foundation for extracting characters from videos and images. In terms of text retrieval, 
people have done a lot of work, and the technology of searching for corresponding content through 
keywords has become very mature. By utilizing the computer-aided advantages of natural 

language and mature text retrieval and search engine technology, users can easily retrieve the 
required video information from the Internet, which is in line with people's retrieval habits and 
relatively simple to implement. If computer assisted and video image processing related 

technologies can be utilized to automatically detect, locate, segment, and recognize these texts, it 
will be convenient and effective for post management and application expansion of news videos, 

such as news video classification, video content analysis and understanding, and comprehensive 
use of text and content for video retrieval. Therefore, this study has great practical value. 

2 RELATED WORK 

Lampropoulos et al. [3] designed a digital interaction method based on computer assisted 
semantic enhancement of the real world. By quickly obtaining logistics information and embedding 

it into appropriate space and practical frameworks, a scene localization system was constructed 
under a computer model. Li et al. [4] studied and analyzed a computer assisted automatic data 
synthesis attitude network, and established an instance segmentation network. Liu et al. [5] are 

dedicated to training computer algorithms for tracking and matching unlabeled mobile devices. 
Virtual image drift analysis was conducted by drawing and labeling the positions of augmented 
reality. Mahmood et al. [6] conducted computer-aided information retrieval analysis on augmented 

reality. Search for matching models in the planning model to enhance vision. Nafea et al. [7] 
studied the most suitable computer object monitoring algorithm for AR. Graphics power monitoring 

is carried out on traditional physical computer technology. Prit et al. [8] analyzed the stability 
concept of computer AR learning linear control through different design changes and reverse flow. 
Runji et al. [9] analyzed the auxiliary effect of computer augmented reality assistance technology 

on the manufacturing industry. Increase the implementation of intelligent physical environments 
by overlapping virtual information. Shewail et al. [10] analyzed the augmented reality information 
tracking of virtual world engines. According to the practice interval set by the computer, read 

different directional changes and perform augmented reality indoor tracking. The comparison of 
image monitoring algorithms and communication technologies highlights their advantages. CAD 

based virtual vision technology can simulate real-world reference objects. In order to find the 
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target pairing standard parameters of the mock object more accurately, Sadeghi et al. [11] 
analyzed the tag tracking technology in the machine learning state. Its research has provided 

great help for the visualization standards of virtual environments. 

Wei and Han [12] established a computer-aided central surveying and mapping system for 

information equipment management. The system adopts MVC mode to achieve the development of 
organizational functional module related technologies. In response to the problems of data loss 
and chaotic records in the past, computer informatization construction has been carried out, 

greatly improving the management efficiency of the laboratory. Younis et al. [13] proposed a real-
time monitoring and tracking technology based on intelligent computer vision assistance. This 
system can monitor, classify, and track objects based on the motion compensation of the motion 

camera. Yue [14] proposed a more effective human motion description algorithm for feature 
monitoring and localization of different intelligent terminals. Zhao and Chen [15] analyzed the 

stereo matching problem of feature points in computer assisted real-time images. And by 
correcting and calibrating the image, better disparity images can be obtained. As users explore the 
medium of bidirectional remote applications, more and more computer-aided visual recognition 

technologies are being applied to the user experience. Zhou and Güven [16] proposed a fine-
grained recognition method for computer-aided mobile augmented reality. This method utilizes the 
deep RGB characteristics of video sparsity to perform visual state analysis on various pose data. A 

special hardware program is used to monitor the Information set. 

3 RESEARCH METHOD 

3.1 Computer Assisted Augmented Reality Scene Image Analysis 

The main issue in current research on computer-aided augmented reality systems is the 
registration. The key is to clarify the transformation relationship between the coordinate systems 

of virtual objects and real objects. Identifying a correct, fast, and robust computer-aided tracking 
and registration method is one of the keys to augmented reality technology. This is also a major 
challenge for the current development of augmented reality systems. So far, people have studied 

various methods such as computer-aided visual tracking, inertial tracking, optical tracking to assist 
real-time tracking, as well as their hybrid tracking methods and corresponding computer-aided 

algorithms. 

From the implementation flowchart of a visual based augmented reality system, it can be seen 
that the computer-aided augmented reality system includes the implementation of four 

subsystems. That is, tracking and positioning systems, graphic image processing systems. The 
graphics and image processing subsystem analyzes and processes real-world scene images 

provided by tracking and positioning systems. After computer-aided processing, positioning 
information of cameras and real scenes can be obtained. At the same time, it can also provide the 
required virtual graphics for virtual reality fusion display systems. The subsystem displays 

computer assisted fusion images in front of users through display devices. 

In order to enhance the display of augmented reality scene images under computer assistance, 

the minimum value in different directions is defined as the gray change of the pixel, that is, the E  
value. If it is still greater than a given threshold, the pixel can be considered as a corner. The 

value of E  is calculated as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ) 2

,

, ,,, vufyvxufWyxE
vu

vuW −++=                                   (1) 

( ) ( )yxEyxE W ,min, =                                                      (2) 
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W  represents sliding window; vuW ,  represents the weight value at the inner point of the window, 

and 
( )f

 is the gray value of the pixel 
( )vu,

; Respectively, the coordinate values relative to the 

pixel points in the sliding process of the window. Given the corner detection threshold ET
, if 

( ) ETyxE ,
, the pixel 

( )yx,
 is considered as a corner. 

Wavelet transform can detect transient phenomena in normal signals and show their 
components, and solve many difficult problems that Fourier transform can't solve. Wavelet 

decomposition can be understood as the inner product of the selected basic wavelet function 
( )t

 

and the signal 
( )tx

 to be analyzed under different scales  after displacement  , namely: 

( ) 0,
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xWT
 is the wavelet decomposition of signal 

( )tx
at various scales, and 

( )t
is the conjugate of 

( )t
 .  

Fuzzy clustering algorithm is considered as the generalization of standard clustering algorithm. 

Assuming that the feature vector NvvV ,,1 =
represents the data set, and the expected category 

is c -class, Nc 2 , the goal of the algorithm is to find the fuzzy classification set U  containing 

N  element data sets: 
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Where iku
 represents the degree to which the feature vector kf  belongs to the i class. If a large 

amount of image data is only organized by the linear table structure, the retrieval time will 
increase linearly, and finding a suitable similarity measure can improve the retrieval efficiency. The 

basic framework of the retrieval system is shown in Figure 1. 

The first goal of implementing augmented reality is to integrate the computer assisted virtual 

environment with the real scene around the user. Make users feel confident from a sensory 
perspective that the virtual environment is a component of the real scene around them. Accurate 
virtual reality registration technology is a key technology for implementing augmented reality 

systems. Computer assisted tracking technology is a key link in virtual reality registration, and 
calibration technology provides accurate data sources for computer tracking technology. Virtual 
reality registration is essentially a mapping transformation between the coordinate systems in the 

figure above. As long as the transformation matrix between the coordinate systems in the figure is 
obtained, the virtual object can be correctly integrated into the real scene. 
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Figure 1: Basic framework of information retrieval system based on characters in image. 

 

3.2 Computer-Aided Tracking Technology in Augmented Reality 

The registration technology based on computer-aided visual tracking is built on the foundation of 

modern computer technology and image processing technology. The principle is to determine the 
camera's pose relative to the target in a real scene by analyzing and processing one or more 

images. This system does not require complex tracking devices, usually only one or two cameras. 
Due to the need to handle a large number of image processing operations. Therefore, it is easy to 
cause significant system latency, but with the continuous improvement of computer hardware 

technology, this problem has been greatly improved. Due to the simple tracking principle of 
computer-aided visual tracking technology, the system is easy to implement, and the tracking 
process directly processes images, with errors limited to the image plane space. Therefore, in 

current computer-aided augmented reality systems, vision-based tracking and registration 
techniques are often used. 

Computer assisted visual tracking is based on modern computer technology and image 
processing technology. Computer assisted visual tracking refers to the use of technologies such as 
image processing. By detecting, extracting, recognizing, and tracking targets in image sequences, 

motion parameters such as position, velocity, acceleration, and trajectory of moving targets are 
obtained. In augmented reality systems, the purpose of computer-aided tracking is to process 
target features in image sequences. By utilizing changes in target features to obtain camera 

motion parameters, the determination of posture. Developing accurate, robust, and real-time 
tracking algorithms is a problem that we need to solve. The lack of logo information, occlusion, 

changes in lighting, and motion blur caused by rapid head movement all pose significant 
challenges to tracking problems. Unlike traditional tracking techniques in computer-aided vision, 
augmented reality tracking also includes establishing the pose of the tracked object. In this paper, 

the idea of robot visual servo is applied to augmented reality, and a tracking algorithm based on 
reaction diffusion equation is proposed. 

There are many research results on the traveling wave solution of reaction-diffusion equation. 
The classical research method is to transform the traveling wave equation into the corresponding 
ordinary differential equation, and then use the phase plane analysis method to obtain its 
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existence and uniqueness. For the reaction-diffusion equation with known existence of traveling 
wave solution, it is natural to consider the stability of its traveling wave solution. 

( )
( ) ( )( )txuftxu

t

txu
,,

,
+=




                                             (5) 

Among them, the ( ) ( ) 0,,1 −= tRxuuuf  model can describe the traveling wave phenomenon 

of alien invasive species or the propagation process of excellent genes of animals in one-
dimensional infinite habitat. 

In the real world, there are many phenomena that need to be described by partial differential 
equations. For example, the spatial structure plays a very important role in reflecting the spread of 
contact infectious diseases, not only because the space is non-uniform, but also because the 

object studied is moving in space. 

A well-known law for calculating the flux of a flow is that the direction of the flow is always 

from high concentration to low concentration, that is, the direction of negative gradient, and the 
flux of its random movement at one point is approximately proportional to the local gradient of the 
individual quantity at this point, that is, it satisfies Fick's law, that is 

( ) ( )xtu
x

DxtJ ,,



−=                                                    (6) 

Formulae (5) and (6) can be obtained: 

( ) ( ) ( )t,xft,xu
x

Dt,xu
t

+



=




2

2

                                            (7) 

Thus, a system described by the reaction-diffusion equation is deduced. 

The location and extraction of title subtitles in news video images is essentially image 
segmentation. Compared with the background of news video images, the title subtitle area has 
rich edge information, so the title subtitle area position can be determined by using the edge 

information in edge detection images. Usually, news video images are RGB images. In order to 
simplify the operation, the formula (8) is used to convert them into grayscale images. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )yxByxGyxRyxf ,114.0,587.0,299.0, ++=                     (8) 

After rough detection of potential text areas, it is necessary to further classify them and accurately 
locate the position of text lines. In the precise positioning step, text is considered as an object that 
satisfies a specific texture. In this paper, a method of text region location based on computer 

aided reaction diffusion equation is proposed. Wavelet moment feature, wavelet co-occurrence 
matrix feature and Local binary patterns feature are used to describe the texture of characters. 

Then, the isometric mapping algorithm is used to reduce the dimensionality of the feature vectors, 
and the reduced feature vectors are used as input features for SVM (Support Vector Machine) to 
classify candidate text regions. 

The computer aided gray image shows different spatial gray distribution. This article uses the 
moment features of detail wavelet coefficients as texture features to classify text regions and 
background regions. The statistical characteristics of wavelet coefficients describe the overall 

distribution of a signal, but cannot reflect the local characteristics of the signal, especially the 
relationship between them. As is well known, the statistical tool used to extract second-order 

texture information from computer images is the co-occurrence matrix. 

Energy (angular second moment): 
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When the elements in the co-occurrence matrix are concentrated, the F  value is large, which 

indicates that the texture pattern is uniform and changes regularly. 

LBP (Local Binary Pattern,) is a good texture description operator, which is simple in 

calculation, can represent the local features of the image, and has monotonicity of gray scale and 
rotation invariance. According to the different positions of pixels, the LBP value of this window is 

obtained, which is an integer in the range, and 256 values represent 256 unique texture patterns. 
The calculation formula of LBP operator is as follows: 

( ) ( )
=

−=
7

0

2,
n

n

cncc iisyxLBP                                             (10) 

For a ( ) ( )1,8, =RP  neighborhood template, the encoding calculation process of lbp is shown in 

Figure 2: 

 

 

 

Figure 2: LBP calculation process. 

 

4 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

All experiments in this paper are implemented on IntelCPU2.24G and 512MRAM microcomputers. 
The video images are collected by the camera, and the resolution of the video images is 

1080×1080. The experiment of histogram segmentation is carried out on MATLAB. The 

background update rate 


 is the update rate of the reference background. If the background 

update rate 


 is set too large, the target will soon become the background, and the purpose of 
segmentation will not be achieved. If it is set too small, it will not be able to reflect the current 

background. In the actual experiment, the background update rate 
04.0=

, the matching 

threshold 25= . 

This paper defines a kind of LRH (Local Region histogram), which adopts multiple horizontal 
and vertical projections from coarse to fine on the pyramid level of the original image and the 

image with half resolution, and synthesizes the results to determine the specific ranks of text 
blocks. Figure 3 and Figure 4 depict a newly generated LRH image compared with the processed 

edge image. 

The text area forms a continuous area with high function value with a certain width in LRH 

diagram. C  is a fine-tuning coefficient, which can be adjusted according to the statistical 

characteristics of different video sources. 

According to the selected video clips in this paper, after a large number of experimental 

comparisons, the empirical values with better experimental results are selected, and 8.0=C  is 

selected for horizontal LRH images; Select 4.0=C  for vertical LRH chart. Finally, according to the 
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size ratio of the text, a simple constraint condition is formulated to remove the marked rectangular 
box from the non-text area. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Original gray scale map. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: The processed edge map. 

 

The internal parameters of a computer obtained from one image are significantly different from 
those obtained from another perspective. That is, using the same computer, the same calibration 
reference, etc. Therefore, if multiple image registration processes are considered simultaneously in 

the same minimization process, it is bound to improve calibration accuracy. Among them, some 
test images and positioning results are shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Histogram of false detection rate. 

 

From the figure, it can be seen that the computer-aided character image localization method 
proposed in this article has a high detection rate and low false detection rate, and can accurately 
and effectively locate characters in complex backgrounds. Using the moving window, after 

removing the non-character part, the mathematical morphology operation is applied to the 
position of the character image area, and the image points of the obtained computer assisted 

character image are connected. Finally, locate the characters in the image by calculating the range 
of the connection domain. 

In the experiment, the detection and localization results are divided into three categories: 

correctly located subtitle areas, incorrectly located subtitle areas, and incorrectly located non 
subtitle areas. For different news video images, Figure 6 shows the statistical data of computer-
aided experimental results. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Statistical chart of recall rate and false detection rate. 

 

Figure 6 shows the statistical chart. The computer assisted Sobel operator used in this article can 

only handle single channel images used for edge detection. Therefore, in general, we first need to 
extract the R, G, and B components of the subtitle detection result image, and cut the color multi-

channel image into three single channel images. Calculate the edges of each component subgraph 
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and select the largest edge subgraph to save. You can also judge based on the filtering effect and 
gradually increase the size until a satisfactory computer-aided filtering effect is achieved.  

Since the sampled frame sequence is obtained through 0.5s sampling, the detector should also 
be able to detect static artificial characters in subsequent sampled frames. On the contrary, if the 

text area is not verified in the detection of subsequent sampling frames, it is considered an 
unexpected error detection. 

As shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, the statistical results of these two computer-aided 

algorithms are listed. Although the operation time of the algorithm in this article is relatively high, 
it has a high recall rate and a low error detection rate. Compared with the comparison algorithm, 
this paper proposes a text area accurate location method based on the reaction diffusion equation, 

which improves the recall rate and reduces the false detection rate by 6.831% and 4.127% 
respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Statistics of recall and comparison results. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Statistics of false detection rate comparison results. 

 

After introducing the texture characteristics of characters, SVM classifier eliminates a large number 
of non-text regions, reduces the false detection rate and keeps the hit rate. Finally, after adding 
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the timing characteristics, the timing optimization discards short-term and moving characters. 
Therefore, the algorithm in this paper is very ideal.  

These two methods also use the temporal redundancy information of video frames to achieve 
video text segmentation on the basis of multiple frame integration. Through Otsu binarization and 

connected domain screening of the enhanced image, the segmentation of characters and strokes is 
realized. Table 1 lists the performance comparison between the methods in this paper and those in 
other two literatures. 

 

Algorithm  Recognition accuracy /% Recognition accuracy /% 

our 94.2995 91.7345 

Literature [14] 92.585 87.8474 

Literature [15] 93.2431 86.6872 

 
Table 1: Performance comparison of three algorithms. 

 

From the data results in the table, it can be seen that the recognition rate and accuracy of the 
proposed computational text segmentation method are higher than the other two methods. 
Because before the integration of multiple frames, text area images were classified using the edge 

density of computer assisted images. Select text area images with edge density lower than the 
average value, that is, fuse text areas with relatively simple backgrounds, to achieve the effect of 

text enhancement. The calibration objects used in traditional calibration methods need to have 
special accuracy and must have prior knowledge of the template. The computer-aided method 
proposed in this article has great flexibility and does not require any prior knowledge of templates. 

Reliable results can still be obtained without considering the initial position and internal 
parameters. This method can also be used for computer self-calibration and can measure internal 
parameters in real-time online. 

5 CONCLUSION  

The ultimate goal of computer-aided augmented reality systems is to achieve seamless fusion of 

real scene images and computer-generated virtual objects in the user environment. Accurate 
virtual reality registration technology is a key technology for implementing augmented reality 
systems, and computer-aided tracking technology is a key link in virtual reality registration. 80% 

of the information obtained by humans comes from vision, so vision-based tracking is widely used. 
Due to its high precision, high flexibility, and adaptability to various environments. The focus of 

this study is on the localization and segmentation of images and characters in videos. A text region 
location method based on reaction diffusion equation is proposed. Using the moment features of 
detail wavelet coefficients as texture features to classify text and background regions. Compared 

with the comparison algorithm, this paper proposes a computer-aided text area precise location 
method based on the reaction diffusion equation, which improves the recall rate and reduces the 
false detection rate by 6.831% and 4.127% respectively. After adding timing features, timing 

optimization discards short-term and moving characters. Therefore, the computer-aided algorithm 
proposed in this article is very ideal. Tracking and registration technology based on computer-

aided vision is an important aspect of augmented reality research. Studying tracking and 
registration techniques based on computer-aided vision can enrich the implementation methods of 
augmented reality applications. It also provides a wider range of application environments and 

technical support. 
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